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Hasnain and Haris to attend Welfare meeting on Thursday 4
th

 May 

Class Issues Action Outcome 
Y2B  Y1 and reception are climbing on the brown gates. 

 Lunchtime people are running on the banking. 
 At lunchtime Y1 and Y2 are not lining up properly. 

ABSENT 
 Y1 are going on the banking and past the white line. 
 Y2 are kicking stones and playing football with them. 
 Juniors are bringing in diaries and colouring books. 

 Zahrah to speak to Y1 and Reception. 
 
 
 
 
 Y2 Reps to speak in class. 
  

Carry forward 
 
 
 
 
Carry Forward 

Y2S  Please can people wipe their feet when coming into school. 
 Please can people NOT swing on the metal bars outside Y2. 

 All reps to speak to classes. 
 All reps to speak to classes. 

Issue resolved 
Issue resolved 

Y3H      

Y3S  KS2 people are dropping fruit on the floor at playtimes. 
 People are sharing lunch box food 
 Y5 and 6 are collecting rocks and throwing them. 
 People are going on the banking and picking flowers. 
 Y1 Forest school people are secretly picking bluebells when the 

teachers are not looking. 
  

 KS2 reps to speak to classes 
 
 Y5 and Y6 to speak in class. 
 All reps to speak in circle time. 
 Abdullah to see Miss Forbes. 

Issue resolved 
 
Issue resolved 
Issue resolved 
Issue resolved 

Y4D  What has happened to the chicken monitors. 
 People are sending pictures on Airdrop on their IPADS. 

 

 Mehek to ask Mrs Harrington 
 Thania to speak to Mrs Mercer. 
  

No chicken monitors at the moment. 
Carry forward 

Y4T  No nuts rule for school lunch boxes. 
  
 We should have a cleaning club. 
 KS2 are squashed and need more room. 

 Hasnain to ask Mrs Ghiwala to put it in the newsletter and 
check with Mrs Simpson 

 Hasnain to suggest it to Mrs Draper 
 Could we use the trim trail/new playground with Reception? 

Haris to speak to Mrs Simpson.  

Carried forward 
 
Not at the moment 
In deliberation 

Y5M     
  

 

Y5L  ABSENT    

Y6R  ABSENT    
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